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Investing For an Uncertain Global Political Outlook 
America Becomes the Latest Recruit to Nationalism

OVERVIEW 

An age of uncertainty is upon us. When Donald Trump 
vowed to “Make America Great Again” he was echoing the 
campaign of Ronald Regan in 1980. The difference however, 
is that Mr. Regan dreamed of a country that “is not turned 
inward, but outward, towards others”. Mr. Trump “no longer 
wishes to surrender his country or its people to the false 
song of globalism”. Welcome to the new nationalism. Like 
Mr. Trump, leaders of Russia, China and Turkey embrace 
a pessimistic view that foreign affairs are often a zero-sum 
game in which global interests compete with national ones. 
In June, Britain upended decades of regional integration in 
a referendum to exit the EU, while in Italy, voters’ rejection 
of government sponsored reforms was a clear rejection of 
the “political status quo”. Upcoming, elections in France 
have the heightened potential for victory by the euro-sceptic 
National Front which could lead to “Frexit”.  

The “shock” election victory by Donald Trump in November 
prompted a worldwide reset of U.S. growth and inflation 
expectations. Growth estimates have been ratcheted up and 
most, if not all recessionary scenarios have been taken off the 
table for 2017. It also led many investors to proclaim that the 
35 year bond market rally was dead. Euro rates were caught 
in the line of fire and the Dollar Index (DXY) finally pierced 
the 100 barrier thanks to rising U.S. yields and re-pricing 
of Fed expectations for 2017. While details on fiscal and 
economic policy under Trump remain scarce, this has not 
stopped markets from adopting a rose-tinted Keynesian view 
that will ultimately saddle the country with higher deficits 
and a rising burden of public debt.

IMF data suggest that fiscal policy in advanced economies 
(AEs) became more expansionary in 2016 for the first time 
since 2010. Furthermore, the outcome of the U.S. election 
has led to a marked increase of interest in and expectations 
of fiscal loosening. The estimated loosening is fairly broad 
based, and while still gradual, the outcome of the U.S. 
election will likely have some political multiplier effect on 
decisions elsewhere. Fiscal multipliers for economic activity 
and inflation will depend on the nature of the fiscal measure, 
its duration as well as the position of an economy within 
its economic cycle - the more slack there is, the more impact a 
fiscal stimuli can have on economic activity.

After a year of Acceptance, we finally have a Renaissance in 
the oil industry. A number of factors are coming together; 
producer restraint, a recovering top-down demand outlook, 
and a need to invest to offset the decline after three years 
with very few large upstream decisions. OPEC is cutting 
supply to bring the Rebalance of oil markets forward, the 
global economy has shrugged off its late 2015 weakness, 
risk appetite is back in normal territory, and the damage 
done to the longer wave supply sources (i.e. megaprojects) 
should become visible into 2018, opening space for new 
investments. Short term, we need to pay attention to OPEC 
compliance and how much U.S. shale production can come 
back for a given level of oil prices. 

Not only does the U.S. remain Canada’s number one 
trade partner, but it now seems that Canadian stocks have 
become even more correlated with the U.S. and less so with 
emerging markets. While potential trade policy changes 
(i.e. NAFTA) have caused a lot of recent consternation, the 
new administration has plenty of other issues and priorities 
to deal with before potentially damaging a relationship 
with Canada. Canadian investors should instead focus on 
the potential positives - more positive stance on energy and 
pipelines. However, as this is unlikely to be a front-burner 
issue, focus should be on the more transparent and stimulus 
related topics in the U.S. that will lead to stronger growth. 
A stronger U.S. economy is good for Canada and with more 
consistent staying power relative to China or Emerging 
Market growth.
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UNITED STATES 
The story of 2017 will be the change in leadership in 
Washington, as the only certainty that has come out of this 
election is that there will be uncertainty. One of the big 
promises from populists is to get the economy moving again. 
President-elect Trump has laid out a neo-Reaganite policy 
of cutting taxes and boosting spending, particularly on 
infrastructure. He expects to finance this new spending plan 
with historically cheap debt and public-private partnerships 
that he claims will cut deficits by stimulating economic 
growth. So far, Mr. Trump’s plan to get the economy moving 
has received a surprisingly positive response from Wall 
Street - contrary to expectations, the stock market has surged 
since his victory. Many economists polled by the Wall Street 
Journal have altered their forecasts (higher) and recession 
expectations for 2017 have been taken off the table. Any 
increase in growth however, will only be seen in the second 
half of the year at the earliest. Meanwhile, after having raised 
rates for the first time in a year, the Federal Reserve has 
signaled a more aggressive stance on monetary policy. While 
they expect the economy to evolve in a way that warrants 
only gradual rate hikes, they now foresee three rate hikes in 
2017 instead of two. Inflation is expected to creep higher, 
as fiscal stimulus, restricted immigration (lower labor force 
participation rates) and restricted trade (higher import 
prices) are all policies that lend support to higher prices. 
Furthermore, stagnation in productivity means that the 
current level of hourly wage growth could soon feed through 
into higher price inflation as well.

CANADA 
After two years of tepid activity, growth in Canada is 
expected to accelerate through 2017. A rebound in 
consumer spending on services and non-durable goods 
should help stabilize overall consumption even if some 
credit-related strains emerge. This consumer profile, coupled 
with a rebound in capital spending - as the drag from energy 
related investment fades - should buoy overall growth. The 

Canadian dollar will see itself in a tug of war. Downward 
pressure will be exerted by a stronger U.S. dollar (rising U.S. 
rates) while rising energy and commodities prices should 
counter that to some degree. The current weakness should 
help support a rebound in industrial production as well as 
helping to pull the unemployment rate lower while pushing 
inflation higher. Upside risks to our outlook include a larger-
than-forecast sustained rise in energy prices and fiscal policy, 
particularly on infrastructure. The Bank of Canada, in its 
October statement, provided a cautious assessment of the 
economic outlook. They noted that slower growth in exports 
and housing (new mortgage legislation) were likely to result 
in the economy reaching full capacity “materially later” than 
previously anticipated. The Bank did maintain a positive 
tone on non-resource activity and did see risks to its inflation 
outlook “roughly balanced”. Meanwhile, many Canadian 
companies with stakes in the U.S. are feeling skittish about 
their business prospects. There is a huge level of uncertainty 
as to what the playing field will look like going forward, and 
fear of the unknown and potentially drastic policy changes 
make it difficult to formulate even short-term plans.    

EUROPE 
The Italians’ rejection of “constitutional reforms” means a 
new political risk has opened up for the EU. The vote was 
one of several upcoming European political risk events that 
could see populists gain prominence in elections in the 
Netherlands, France and Germany. While the long-term 
implications remain unclear, political upheaval in Italy 
would raise more risks to Europe’s cohesion. The continued 
underperformance of euro zone risk assets in general, and 
banks in particular, is inescapably linked to political risk 
factors. Many economists have European growth set to slow 
to below trend in 2018, but for 2017 the macro backdrop 
remains fair. The three main drags on profit growth have 
reversed; euro zone inflation has turned, commodity 
prices are no longer a drag and emerging markets are 
recovering. While domestic demand is likely to contribute 
a sizeable share of real economic activity again, it will be 

Source: EPFR Global & BofA Merrill Lyncy Global Research

Equity Flows by Geography Focus ($M)

Source: Moody’s Analytics

U.S. Conference Board Leading Indicators Index
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at a decelerating pace, as higher oil prices and inflation are 
likely to cut into projected growth of household incomes. 
Somewhat stronger exports and moderately supportive fiscal 
policy are unlikely to completely compensate for this. In 
the UK, the economy has proven resilient to Brexit-related 
activity, although vital trade links with the continent could 
be at jeopardy after 2018. However, at least one impact of 
the referendum will be hard to escape. Real incomes and 
purchasing power are set to fall and private consumption 
growth should slow. The flipside of weak sterling is the 
competitive boost it provides for exporters, and the positive 
contribution from net trade over the coming years, as 
imports are also likely to be significantly weaker.  

Emerging & DEVELOPING Markets
The pickup in Emerging Market (EM) economic activity is 
expected to be a key factor driving global GDP growth. Even 
though much of this near term pickup in growth will be due 
to fading recessions in Russia, Brazil, Argentina and Nigeria, 
several factors support the stabilization of EM growth; 
growth in China, improving commodity prices, some 
external and balance sheet adjustments, and until recently, 
smaller capital outflows. The stabilization in EM growth will 
probably help support a (small) rebound in international 
trade and EM capital expenditures. However, EMs are facing 
some major new challenges from a potential change in policy 
mix within advanced economies; a shift from monetary 
to fiscal loosening which is raising long-term interest rates 
and boosting the dollar, and there are increasing signs of 
protectionism, too. The recovery in China has been driven 
by another round of debt indulgence, as on its own China 
has added more debt than the U.S., Japan and the euro 
area combined. Concerns about asset bubbles have already 
led policy makers to dial back on the provision of stimulus; 
tightening property market -related measures, providing 
window guidance to banks to tighten credit to households 
and allowing interbank rates to creep up. Fundamentally, 
the economy is still facing the issues of over-investment 
and excess capacity which policy-makers are resolving on a 

gradual basis. In Japan, corporate profits, capital investment 
and inflation should all be boosted by the depreciation of 
the yen against the dollar. However, the Abe administration 
needs to implement structural reform measures of the 
sort that raise the economy’s potential growth rate if the 
perception by overseas investors on Japanese equities is to 
improve.

COMMODITIES 
While price volatility should accompany the fits and starts of 
market re-balancing, commodities should do well through 
2017. They should get a lift from Chinese domestic policies 
which have resulted in domestic growth being higher 
than many analysts expected. Xi Jinping will not allow 
anything to sully his track record ahead of the October 2017 
Politburo reshuffle. Efforts by authorities to reduce excess 
capacity through environmental crack downs, temporary 
closures and other interventionist policies should continue 
through 2017, further supporting prices. Furthermore, there 
are the potential positives from “Trumponomics”. Supply 
growth for most commodities should see a peak this year 
before falling off, as the oversupply induced by high prices 
in this century’s first decade are finally being balanced. The 
recent OPEC agreement is a positive headline generator. 
The question that the market is now asking is whether or 
not OPEC should be taken seriously, as skepticism remains 
on individual country follow through. Expectations are for 
robust Gulf Coast country compliance with the agreement, 
with Saudi expressing willingness for further cuts, if 
necessary, to drive a continued reduction in the observable 
overhang. Higher prices post the accord are expected to 
pull forward U.S. production, and we see incremental U.S. 
production in 2017 offsetting non-OPEC production cuts 
(U.S. gains market share while Russia and others lose). 
Rebalancing oil’s global act has always been a two-tiered 
process. Step one consisted of ridding the market of its daily 
imbalance which had largely occurred. OPEC’s most recent 
agreement kick-starts step two, running down the significant 
global storage surplus. 

Source: Standard & Poor’s, Raymond James

S&P GSCI Commodity Index 10-Year Rolling Annualized Returns

Source: IEA, EIA, JODI, OPEC, GTT, National Sources, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

We expect the market to shift into deficit in 2017... 
Global Market Imbalance (indentified supply  
minus identified demand, thousand barrels per day)
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Year-ahead forecasts seem to have a familiar ring to them. 
In each of the last two years, investors had been looking 
for an uptick in global GDP from the prior year’s pace, AE 
inflation to rise and monetary policy rates to slowly start 
increasing. Instead, all undershot expectations. This year, 
there are three things which make “this time different”. AE 
fiscal policy is increasingly expansionary, global inflation 
is picking up and global growth has already picked up 
somewhat. Short-term however, investors’ sentiment has 
gotten somewhat “frothy” as markets have taken “a glass half 
full” interpretation of the U.S. election results - stimulating 
a rally in equities, a sell-off in Treasuries and rally in the 
U.S. dollar. While the timing is uncertain, we suspect 
that financial markets may very well have to come back 
and re-think the virtues of what has come to be billed as 
“Trumponomics”. Having ended the year already carrying 
a slight overweight position in equities, we are planning to 
use this anticipated market weakness/opportunity to further 
build up this segment of our portfolios. While continuing to 
emphasize Canada, on a percentage basis our exposure will 
be decreased as we put more money into the U.S. market 
(domestic exposure) and Europe (multi-nationals). Given 

our outlook for increased global growth (end of global 
austerity and a global pickup in fiscal spending) our focus 
remains on those sectors that would benefit from reflation 
and declining regulatory headwinds (U.S.); industrials, 
technology and financials supplemented by energy and 
commodities. If Republicans don’t make progress with their 
proposed reforms by mid-2017, we may have to rethink 
our strategy. Through the last part of 2016 the bond market 
(index) lost over 4.0%. Given our more conservative 
positioning and use of higher yielding vehicles, our fixed 
income component broke even - significantly outperforming 
its benchmark. Moving forward, the upward pressure on 
interest rates will remain, but we still believe that it will be 
a gradual process and not a quick return to more “normal” 
levels and as such the recent move needs a period of 
consolidation. Our strategy to use a variety of short/medium 
term bonds, preferred shares, convertible debentures and 
other high yield vehicles should provide better than average 
returns. As this can be done more efficiently and cost 
effective on a combined basis, you will be seeing our newly 
established Income Pooled Fund replace individual holdings 
over time.  

FORECAST 2017 Current
31-DEC-2016

2017
Range

2017
Year-end

INTEREST RATES
Bank of Canada Overnight rate
Federal Funds Rate
10-year Canadian Treasury
10-year US Treasury

0.50%
0.66%
1.72%
2.45%

0.50% - 0.50%
0.66% - 1.00%
1.55% - 1.75%
2.20% - 3.10%

0.50%
1.00%
1.75%
2.90%

COMMODITIES
Gold (US$/oz.)
Copper (US$/lb)
Oil WTI (US$/bbl)

$1,151
$2.51
$53.80

$1,120 - $1,300
$2.40 - $3.00

$48.00 - $62.00

$1,275
$2.90
$60.00

MARKETS
S&P/TSX Composite Index
S&P 500 Index

15,287
2,230

14,600 - 17,200
2,135 - 2,400

17,000
2,380

CANADIAN DOLLAR/US DOLLAR $0.74 $0.72 - $0.78 $0.78


